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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this retrospective radiographic study was to
evaluate the position of mandibular third molars. This study was
conducted at the Dental Institute, Rajendra Institute of Medical
Sciences, Ranchi, Jharkhand. Patients who had reported with
the complaint of pain and swelling in the lower third molar area
were assessed and advised orthopantomograph (OPG) for their
lower third molar. These were evaluated according to Pell and
Gregory classification. Of the total 600 patients examined, 300
were males and 300 were females. Most of the patients were
between 30 and 39 years of age (n = 250). It was observed
that position I (n = 313) and class II (55% n = 324) were found
to be the most common.
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INTRODUCTION
An impacted tooth is a tooth that fails to erupt in its
proper functional position in the dental arch.1 Third
molars are the most frequently impacted teeth. They are
a dilemma to the dentist as they are associated with cysts
and tumors.2 Sometimes impacted teeth may be considered as an etiologic factor in case of fracture mandible,
vague orofacial pain and neuralgias, temporomandibular
joint disorders, and crowding of the lower arch.3,4
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The surgical removal of impacted mandibular third
molar is one of the most commonly performed procedures.5 The impacted third molars can be classified under
Winters classification and Pell and Gregory classification,6
which are the most commonly applied classification
systems around the world. Classification of impaction
helps to determine the course of the treatment. The
criteria for prophylactic removal of third molars are still
controversial. The angulation of impacted third molars
can be used as a guide for its removal. The angulation,
depth, and degree of impaction can be measured and
classified using periapical radiograph and OPG.
The aim of the present study is to classify the impacted
mandibular third molars in a subpopulation of Eastern
India based on OPGs and to compare the results with
other studies.

MATERIALS AND METHODs
The present retrospective radiographic study was conducted in Dental Institute, Rajendra Institute of Medical
Sciences, Ranchi, Jharkhand, India, to study the prevalence
of eruption status of third molars in East Indian population.
A total of 600 OPGs were taken from the Department
of Oral Medicine and Radiology from patients (300 males,
300 females) who visited the institute, within the age of
20 to 60 years. The OPGs were taken for these patients
and were evaluated by a single operator according to Pell
and Gregory classification to access the space and depth
of impaction. The position of impacted third molars was
evaluated using viewing box, charting paper, and a ruler
by tracing the outline of the second and third molar along
with the ascending ramus.
The occlusal plane line was drawn on the paper
extending back to the ascending ramus. A perpendicular was drawn on the occlusal plane line touching the
most distal surface of the second molar. The long axis
of the second and third molar was also traced on it. The
distance on the occlusal plane line from the point of
intersection of the line passing from the distal surface
of second molar to anterior border of ramus of mandible
was measured to determine the space available for third
molars. Mesiodistal width of the impacted third molar
crown was recorded and the teeth were categorized as
per Pell and Gregory classification (Table 1).
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Table 1: Pell and Gregory classification6
Class I

Impaction where there is sufficient space between
ramus and distal of second molar for accommodation
of mesiodistal diameter of third molar
Class II
Impaction where the space between ramus and
distal of second molar is less than the mesiodistal
diameter of third molar
Class III
Impaction where the third molar is embedded
completely in ramus of mandible
Position I
The highest portion of the third molar is on the
level with the occlusal plane
Position II The highest portion of the third molar is between
the occlusal plane and cervical line of second
molar
Position III The highest portion of the third molar is below the
cervical line of second molar

The data were collected, computed, and analyzed
using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version
16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago). The level of statistical significance was set at 95% confidence interval (p < 0.05). The
descriptive data were presented as mean and standard
deviation (SD). The association between the categorical
data was evaluated using chi-square test.

RESULTS
A total of 600 patients (n = 600; 300 males and 300 females)
were included in this study. Age ranged from 20 to
60 years. Most of the patients were in the fourth decade of
life, i.e., between 30 and 39 years (n = 250). Decade wise
age distribution of the patients is shown in Table 2 and
graphically represented in Graph 1.
Overall, 54.16% (n = 325) third molar impactions were
recorded on the left side and 45.8% (n = 275) on the right
side. The side involvement in both genders is shown
in Table 3. Of the 325 impactions on the left side, 55.3%
(n = 180) were of males and 44.6% (n = 145) were of female
patients. Similarly, of the 275 patients, 92 (33.45%) were
males and 183 (66.5%) were female patients (Table 3).

Graph 1: Age-wise distribution of the patients
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Table 2: Age distribution of the patients
Age (years)
20–29
30–39
40–49
50–59

n
Males
100
79
250
146
150
57
100
18
600
300
*Statistically nonsignificant

Females
21
104
93
82
300

Mean ± SD
29 ± 2.06

p-value
0.16*

Table 3: Side involvement of the patients
n
600

Left side
325 (54.16%)
Males
Females
180
145
(55.3%) (44.6%)
*Statistically nonsignificant

Right side
275 (45.8%)
Males
Females
92
183
(33.45%) (66.5%)

p-value
p = 0.27*

Table 4: Distribution of patients according to Pell and Gregory
classification
Position
I
II
III

n
313
209
78
600

%
52.16
34.83
13
100

Classs
I
II
III

n
126
324
150
600

%
21
54
25
100

According to Pell and Gregory classification, position I was found to be the most common type and was
present in 52.16% patients (n = 313). Position III was
present in 13% patients (n = 78). Similarly, class II was
the most common type of impaction present in 54%
(n = 324; Table 4).

DISCUSSION
Mandibular third molars are the most commonly
impacted teeth among all the population groups around
the globe. Most of the patients in this study were from
the third decade of life (n = 250). Similar findings were
also observed in different studies.7,8 In the present study,
equal numbers of patients of both the sexes were evaluated. However, different studies showed a predilection
for females over males.9-11 Hugoson and Kugelberg12 and
Hassan13 reported an incidence of third molar impaction
with no sex predilection.
Position I was the most common type of impaction,
followed by positions II and III (Table 4). Level of eruption
in this study is in accordance with many other studies
carried out in various parts of the world.11,14,15 However,
fewer studies also concluded that position II was the most
common type, followed by positions I and II.16,17
In the present study, the operators observed that 54%
patients had class II impactions followed by class III
and I. Various studies augment the results of the present
study in this regard.14,16 But these studies also inferred
that class I was the second most common type followed
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by class III. Clovis et al17 observed class I relation as the
most common type, followed by class II and III. However,
in our study, class IIA was found to be the most common
type of impaction pattern. The results of many previous
studies also support the results.18,19 This may be due
to low correlation between the maxillofacial skeletal
development and maturation of third molars resulting
in reduced arch length between second molars and
ascending ramus.
Another possibility is the difference in classification
system as many studies take cementoenamel junction
and alveolar bone height as the reference point and still
others take occlusal plane as a guide for the measurement
of position of the impacted teeth. Genetic and racial difference may be another important cause in the difference
of results.

10.

CONCLUSION

11.

On comparing the results of our study with other regional
studies, it was concluded that there was no universal consensus on incidence or patterns of impactions. This might
be attributed to inadequate international standardization
of evaluation criteria and to the difference in evaluation
tools. There is plenty of scope to do standardized global
studies with uniform guidelines and larger number of
subjects that might help us to understand similarities and
differences in the patterns of impaction on a global level.
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